The fluid motion can be described by a velocity potential 0 and its time derivative 0, In the fluid domain n, 0 and qt satisfies Laplace's equation (1) Green's second identity can be applied on 0 and cbt ( 2 ) where P, Q are points on the boundary, n is outward normal direction of the boundary, r(P, Q) is distance between P and Q, c(Q) represents the angle subtended at Q by boundaries. On the free surface, kinematic boundary condition and dynamic boundary condition for zero atmospheric pressure are applied as ( 3 ) (4) where x=(x, z). On the body surface, impermeability condition with respect to 0 is expressed as (5) where '177, denotes the normal velocity of body surface.
Denoting the translating and angular velocity of the body as vo and co respectively, Vn is written as ( 6 ) Impermeability condition on the body with respect to cbt 4) is expressed as
where kn is curvature of body, v0, are translating and angular acceleration of body respectively.
On the floating body surface, 60,6 can not be specified explicitly and implicit boundary condition should be applied.
Denoting the inertia tensor of the floating body as M and generalized normal vector of body surface as N =(n, nx r), the implicit boundary condition is written as (8) where Fg is sum of gravity, mooring force and other external forces act to the body and q is the term which cab be explicitly evaluated from the solution of velocity field as (9) With these boundary conditions and Green's second identity with respect to 0 and 0t, velocity field and acceleration field can be solved numerically. (11) where v(xe) is the damping coefficient (12) In the definition of v(x), co and A are angular frequency and wave length of the incident wave respectively. The characteristic of this damping zone is controlled by two nondimensional parameter a and /3. a is used to control the strength of damping and 9 is used to control the length of damping zone. cbe,xe are reference values. This damping zone damp down differences 95-45, and x xe. Fig. 2 shows, when the damping zone works as a simple absorber, the reference values are set to Oe=0, xe=(xe, 0). And as Fig. 3 shows, when the damping zone is combined with wave maker and works as an absorbing wave maker, cbe and xe are given from a wave simulation without bodies in the tank. For practical purpose, linear analytical solution can be a good substitution of qe and xe. For piston wave maker, linear propagating wave is described, as where s is stroke of the wave maker and k is wave number of the generated wave. Numerical example of absorbing wave maker with these analytical solutions are given in section 3. Quantitative evaluation of the wave absorption efficiency can be done by computing the wave reflection coefficient. Roughly two methods are known to estimate reflection coefficient of real test basin.
One method uses a waveprobe with constant forward velocity. The reflection coefficient is estimated using the difference of encounter frequency of incident and reflected waves. Another method uses two fixed wave probes to separate incident wave and reflected wave from measured data. This method is known as Goda's method18), see Appendix A. Since the exact reflection coefficient of nonlinear wave is difficult to obtained, Goda's method is used to get estimation.
in (15) so that generated wave will not break in front of the wave maker when the wave maker begin to move.
While the gradual start up of wave maker 0 t <Tw, no wave damping is applied.
Compare with the dashed lines, the amplitude of solid lines are a little lower and slight difference can be observed in the front shape of the wave. The damping zone with analytical reference values may not be applicable to exact wave simulation.
But, this absorbing wave maker is useful for nonlinear simulation of float- The influence of slow drift motion can be observed both heave and roll motions. Longer simulation is required to get periodically converged result in Wave. 2.
To validate these simulations, measured motions in Wave. 1 and Wave. 2 are presented in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 respectively. The Wave drift damping can be roughly estimated from the simulation as follows. Fig. 18 shows simulated wave drift force Fx and drift speed U. To get Fx and U, FFT is applied to remove high frequency components from the simulated hydraulic force and velocity of the body. In the linear theory'', wave drift damping Bx is defined as (16) where Fx and U are steady values with respect to time and U is taken positive when drifting to x direction. The simulated Fx and U in Fig. 18 aFx/aU at U=0. The relation between Fx and U, (10 Tw < t < 40 TO is plotted in Fig. 19 . The arrows show that the tangent of Fx at U=0 are negative for both Wave. 1 and Wave. 2 and so positive wave drift damping (B., in wave.' >Bx in w ave.2 >0) acts to the body.
When we want to simulate the periodically steady motions of the body, the slow drift motion is an obstacle. An artificial mooring without restoring force is introduced in the simulation to remove slow drift oscillation and accelerate the convergence to the periodically steady state. The artificial mooring forceis given as (17) where f and Ex are mean values of horizontal hydraulic force and swaying velocity in the past N wave period and M is body mass. Damping coefficient of this 
Conclusion
An artificial damping zone is introduced and long time fully nonlinear simulation of floating body motions are conducted in regular waves. Following items are conclusion of this study.
1. The artificial damping terms added to kinematic and dynamic free surface boundary condition inside damping zone effectively work to absorb even steep waves and its reflection coefficient is small enough for practical use. 2. The artificial damping zone combined with a piston wave maker is effectively works as an absorbing wave maker. The analytical solution of the propagating wave generated by piston wave maker can be a practical substitution of the exact reference values of the damping zone. 
